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Season 36, Episode 25
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Borowski in the Underworld



A new case confronts Commissioner Borowski with grisly finds. In Kiel, the remains of human bodies appear in the sewers - teeth, hair, hip joints. They come from several bodies, and show clear traces of acid. Inspector Borowski and his colleagues are puzzled: where did the remains come from, how did they end up in the sewers, and how many people did they belong to?
Quest roles:
Axel Milberg(Self), Maren Eggert(Eva Dehlens), Thomas Kügel(Roland Schladitz), Uwe Bohm(Jörg), Bernhard Schütz(Peter Wagner), Mehdi Moinzadeh(Alim Zainalow), Nadja Bobyleva(Nina Schmitz), Samuel Finzi(Oleg Kambarow)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
2 October 2005, 20:15
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